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We have been looking at Superheroes and People who help us. There are some activities you could 

continue at home. 

 Looking at and identifying the different heroes and what makes them special 

 Looking at different people who help us – teachers, doctors, vets, nurses, crossing 

supervisors, firemen/women, librarians, taxi and bus drivers etc 

 Playing with toys from the above topics – can you child identify, their colours, jobs, 

characteristics, gender, clothing etc? 

 Can you child write words/over copy key words or sentences regarding these topics? 

Literacy 

We have been looking at phonics and letter formation. 

 Can your pupil identify each letter sound? 

 Can they order the alphabet? 

 Can they tell you words for each letter? 

 If they can write words could they develop a key word such as butter into a sentence? 

Numeracy 

 Look at numbers to 100 – can they identify/order these numbers. 

 Can they count out a given number of objects? Can I have 6 please ? etc 

 Can they develop these known numbers into addition or subtraction? 

 Look at 2D and 3D shapes, identifying them and telling you their sides, corners etc. 

As well as these academic topics you could think about some more outdoor/practical ideas. 

 Art – paints, colouring, drawing, copying pictures. 

 Modelling using junk items and recycling such as cardboard boxes, tubes, egg boxes etc. 

 Can they help with snacks, breakfast and making meals – chopping, spreading, mixing etc. 

 Collect items from outside – can you find 6 sticks? Which one is biggest? Use leaves for 

collage? 

 

 

Twinkl has lots of suitable activities and PowerPoints to support all of the above. YouTube is a 

fantastic source of educational videos aimed at a broad range of abilities. 

Please feel free to contact me via email. I am available for any ideas or advice you may need. 


